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Organ Pipe Cactus g p
National Monument

Organ Pipe Cactus NM: Organ Pipe Cactus NM: 
330,000 acres of 
designated wildernessCabeza Prieta NWR: 

f800,000 acres of 
designated wilderness

SW Arizona border region.



Organ Pipe Cactus g p
National Monument

Mexico Highway 2 provides 
access to most of the southern 
boundaries of Organ Pipe and boundaries of Organ Pipe and 
Cabeza Prieta.



Organ Pipe shares 30 
miles of its southern miles of its southern 
boundary with a rural, 
lightly populated area g y p p
of Sonora, Mexico.

U.S.A.Mexico



The international border is demarcated by a 5-
strand barb wire fence, which is frequently cut or 
down  This fence was never intended to exclude down. This fence was never intended to exclude 
vehicles or people, only livestock.





In one section, 
a Mexican a Mexican 
farmer moved 
the fence south 
to his own 
fields.

Mexico USA





Border fence drive-
throughs: the bigger the g gg
arrow, the more frequent 
the border crossing 
activity.

A Porous Border
y



Sources of Border
Wilderness Impacts

• Activity adjacent to border
Ill l i i / “UDA’ ”• Illegal immigrants / “UDA’s” 
(Undocumented Aliens)( )

• Drug smugglers
• Countermeasures/law 

enforcement/search & rescueenforcement/search & rescue 



Activity adjacent to bordery j



Resource Impacts 
from Local Border 
D l  d Development and 
Opportunistic 
Crossers:

• wood-cutting and native plant theft

• theft and vandalism of historic structures

• wind-blown trash

• incursion of feral dog packsincursion of feral dog packs

• fence cuts and trespass livestock



Wind-blown trash



Historic Blankenship Ranch, adjacent to the border,  
has been subject to vandalism and fire. Mesquite 
posts from the ranch corral have slowly posts from the ranch corral have slowly 
disappeared over the years for firewood.



Two $5,000 automated weather stations have been stolen in the 
past two years. On both occasions, they were recovered in Mexico 
by an Organ Pipe biological technician.



Development adjacent to Organ Pipe’s south 
boundary is gradually increasing, which will 
impact natural and cultural resources along the impact natural and cultural resources along the 
border.



MexicoMexico

Organ PipeOrgan Pipe



Illegal immigrationIllegal immigration



More aggressive Border Patrol enforcement strategies in gg g
the mid-1990s changed the geographic patterns of illegal 
immigration in the southwest.



Organ Pipe Cactus N.M. lies within 
the Ajo Border Patrol Station 
jurisdiction, in the Tucson sector.



Some Border Patrol enforcement efforts and effect on 
apprehension numbers.
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Mexican Highway 2 Mexican Highway 2 
provides easy access to 
the southern borders of 
C b  Pri t  NWR nd Cabeza Prieta NWR and 
Organ Pipe Cactus 
N.M.



Organ Pipe Cactus N.M.’s topography influences the 
routes chosen by illegal immigrants.

Bates Mountains

Ci i
Puerto Blanco Mts.

La Abra Plain
VC

Cipriano Pass

Quitobacquito SpringsMexico

Digital Terrain Model of Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument (Vertical 
Exaggeration = 4)



Organ Pipe Cactus N.M.

Some of the 
geographic 
“funnel points” 
in the monumentin the monument.

Mexico



Impacts to Backcountry Resources from Illegal Immigration

• trails (foot and bicycle)

• trash

• vegetation understory clearing

• fires

• graffitti and vandalism

• degradation of water sourcesdegradation of water sources

• collection of flora, fauna, and cultural resources



Trails







M  i t t il  f ll  ld t t k j  d  hi h Many migrant trails follow old two-track jeep roads which 
were once used by ranchers and miners, but were closed after 
monument was designated wilderness in 1978. Most of these 
roads were recovering and well revegetated, before becoming 
used by migrants and smugglers.



Bicycles are 
increasingly used 
by migrants  either by migrants, either 
ridden or pushed, 
in order to carry 
more water.



A 2000 A 2000 
comparison of 
official hiking 
t il  (i  ) trails (in aqua) 
and major illegal 
trails (in red). A 
2002 map 
comparison 
would show at would show at 
least double the 
amount of illegal 
t iltrails.



Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument
Backcountry permits / estimated illegal immigration traffic

20000 visitor backcountry permits issued
estimated number of illegal immigrants
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A 2000 estimate of illegal migrants in the backcountry 
versus official backcountry overnight visitors  Again  2002 versus official backcountry overnight visitors. Again, 2002 
illegal immigrant numbers would be much higher.



Trash



Discarded bottles, food 
containers  and clothing containers, and clothing 
are the most common trash 
found in the backcountry.







Backcountry clean-ups are y p
challenging due to the amount 
of trash and the long distances 
from the nearest roadsfrom the nearest roads.



Fires



Fires are set for 
warming, cooking, g g
or rescue signals to 
Border Patrol.



Shady rest areas are created by clearing the 
understory of large “nurse” trees, which protect 
cactus seedlings and small shrubs, and are important 
reptile and rodent habitat.





Cairns to mark the way



Vandalism to vegetation







Graffiti



Many illegal migrant trails follow native american trails, 
where archeological resources (yet to be surveyed in the g (y y
monument) are at risk. This pot was moved from its original 
location and placed next to the trail.



Bible
The types of articles carried by yp y
migrants illustrate the serious 
undertaking of their border 
crossing  crossing. 

Rattlesnake antivenin



Illegal immigrants 
frequently come frequently come 
from south Mexico 
and central 
A  d  America, and are 
unfamiliar with the 
risks of hiking g
through remote and 
rugged desert 
landscapeslandscapes.

Besides the hardships of walking up to 60 miles in unfamiliar 
terrain with limited supplies, immigrants are at risk from 
unscrupulous guides who misrepresent the journey length 
and difficulty, and increasingly, bandits who prey upon and difficulty, and increasingly, bandits who prey upon 
groups of illegals.



Missing persons bulletin board

A  ill l i i t   f d i t   t  ti  f As illegal immigrants are forced into more remote sections of 
the Arizona desert, deaths are increasing each year.



There were 21 “known” deaths in and around 
Organ Pipe Cactus N.M. during 2001.g p g

Border Patrol Data for the 
"W t D t C id ""West Desert Corridor"
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Increased recent 
di  tt timedia attention.



Seasonal Index of Monthly Apprehensions
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Apprehensions by Border Patrol Drop
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Border Crosser Deaths in Relation to Apprehensions (1998 2002)Border Crosser Deaths in Relation to Apprehensions (1998-2002)
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Migrant safety measures

Warning signs placed at 
suspected crossing routes 
by Border Patrol and 
Organ Pipe Cactus N.M. Organ Pipe Cactus N.M. 



In Sonora, public service announcements warning , p g
migrants about the dangers of desert crossing are played 
on radio, TV, and border-bound bus videos.



ORPI is cooperating with Humane Borders



Humane 
Borders water 
station.



Border Patrol stations units at remote field camps in Organ p g
Pipe and Cabeza Prieta, including staff from the specially 
trained search and rescue unit, BORSTAR.



Rescue beacons with
flashing lights were
installed at several installed at several 
locations in July 2003.



Drug SmugglingDrug Smuggling



Arizona’s unpopulatedArizona s unpopulated
protected lands on
the border are attractive

 d  lto drug smugglers.



Park rangers with
captured loads ofcaptured loads of
marijuana.



2002 Drug Seizures: Arizona

• marijuana: 196 000 lbs• marijuana: 196,000 lbs.

• cocaine:  5,600 lbs.

h i 400 lb• amphetamines: 400 lbs.

• arrests: 1,364 people

2002 Drug Seizures: Sonora

ij 594 000 lb• marijuana: 594,000 lbs.

• cocaine: 4,220 lbs.

• amphetamines: 1,130 lbs.

• arrests: 287 people



“B ” ( ij  b l  b k k )  ll  l id“Burreros,” (marijuana bale backpackers) are usually low-paid
local campesinos.



Arrested backpackers near Dripping Springs



Resource impacts Resource impacts 
associated with 
drug smuggling

Hilltop look-out posts
can be found on every
high point along the
border.



Brush shelters to camouflage rest spots.





Off-road driving







Cabeza Prieta N.W.R.’s terrain is more 
conducive to off-road driving.







Recurring resource damage from 
abandoned vehicles and tow trucks on 
fragile roads caused the monument to 
erect a concrete barrier.



Countermeasures and enforcement:  Countermeasures and enforcement:  
wilderness degradation issues



In 2003, metal aircraft
landing strip materiallanding strip material
was placed on roads
heavily used by Border
Patrol, to prevent
development of
“moondust” roadmoondust  road
conditions.



Boulders placed in washes used for illegal accessBoulders placed in washes used for illegal access



“armor-plated” gates on armor-plated  gates on 
major dirt access roads such 
as the Camino de Dos 
R bliRepublicas



Roadside trenches to ensnare violators





Future Organ Pipe Cactus N.M. vehicle barricade



With time and determination, nearly anyWith time and determination, nearly any
barricade can be defeated.

Mexico U.S.A.
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If the vehicle barricade is not extended to 
neighboring Cabeza Prieta, increased off-road 
driving could occur there.



Changing Law Enforcement in g g
Organ Pipe Cactus N.M.

1960:  A few Border Patrol Agents 
No NPS Enforcement RangersNo NPS Enforcement Rangers.

1980:  < 20 Border Patrol Agents 
~2 NPS Enforcement Rangers.

2002:  >80 Border Patrol Agents 2002:  >80 Border Patrol Agents 
7 NPS Enforcement Rangers.



Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument
Ranger Report Data
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Helicopter and fixed wing overflights, 
ground patrols, and infrastructure for 
search & rescue and enforcement can search & rescue and enforcement can 
detract from wilderness aesthetics.



Border Patrol encampment at historic ranch, 2002.



B d  P l   hi i  h  2003Border Patrol encampment at historic ranch, 2003.



Off road driving byBorder Patrol agents unfamiliar Off-road driving byBorder Patrol agents unfamiliar 
with fragile desert terrain.



A 15 2003August 15, 2003:         
Border Patrol lobbies 
for increased vehicle 
access to protected 
wilderness lands.



Impacts to wildlife from border activities

The range of the endangered Sonoran pronghorn is 
i  h  h  f i i  ff d d i i  ill lin the heart of intensive off-road driving, illegal
immigrant trails, and Border Patrol surveillance activities.



The U.S. population estimate 
for Sonoran pronghorn for Sonoran pronghorn 
antelope is approximately 21 
animals (from winter 2002 
aerial survey data).

A 5-year drought and 
increased human activity in 
their range are major causes 

f t  t  thi  l tiaerial survey data). of stress to this population.



Impacts to Water Sources

Many routes intersect 
backcountry water sources, backcountry water sources, 
which are scarce and mostly 
non-perennial at Organ Pipe. 

Contamination by garbage 
and human waste is a concern, 
as is the potential for impacts 
to wildlife who depend on the to wildlife who depend on the 
water.



Bates Pass Tinaja

Photos taken by a remote 
camera system at a 
backcountry water hole 
documented the use of 
natural surface water by atu a  su ace ate  by 
endangered Sonoran 
pronghorn antelope.

The same camera site also 
captured visits by border-
crossers and the crossers and the 
endangered Sonoran 
pronghorn, as well as 

t i  li  j li  mountain lions, javelina, 
deer, and other wildlife.



Dripping Springs is one of two 
permanent water sources in permanent water sources in 
Organ Pipe, and is located on a 
major illegal immigration and 
drug smuggling routedrug smuggling route.



In 2001, decreases in water
levels (possibly due to
use b  border crossers) and use by border crossers) and 
fouling of the spring began 
to occur. 



Fewer bat species and numbersFewer bat species and numbers
of bats were recorded during
annual bat mist netting.

USGS water quality testing
at the spring in 2003 showedat t e sp g  003 s owed
high levels of E. coli.



Although monument staff
periodically clean up the 
springs area, the routep g ,
continues to be heavily used.



Monitoring data on 
d d  endangered cactus 

ferruginous pygmy owls 
have shown a 
correlation between 
abandoned territories 
and border resource and border resource 
impacts.



Border PatrolBorder Patrol 
Check Point 
Established 
March 2001

Territories established by pygmy owls, 2000



Border Patrol checkpoint



Border PatrolBorder Patrol 
Check Point 
Established 
March 2001

Pygmy owl territories overlaid 
with resource impacts--illegal 
roads, trails, etc.--recorded during 
2002 monitoring transects.



Close up of one pygmy Close-up of one pygmy 
owl territory and resource 
damage. This territory was 
abandoned in 2002.

Illegal roads created by g y
smugglers avoiding 
Border Patrol checkpoint.



Border Resource Impact Transects

In spring 2002, staff from Organ Pipe’s resource 
management division designed an inventory and 

d h dmonitoring program in order to assess the variety and 
extent of damage to wilderness resources due to illegal 
border crossers.

Walking transects were placed east-west in locations 
designed to intercept north-south traffic. In addition, 
one major illegal immigrant trail was followed through 
the center of the monument. All resource impacts were 
mapped and recorded.mapped and recorded.



20 m
20 m

20 m
Impact p

Transects



Stay on target with a landmark.y g



Organ Pipe law enforcement 
staff assisted resource 

 i h “ i  i ”managers with “cutting sign”--
estimating group sizes from 
foot tracks. Differential GPS 
units were used for precise 
mapping.



Transect data sheet



Organ Pipe g p
Cactus National 

Monument

Major Trails



Organ Pipe g p
Cactus National 

Monument

All Trails



Organ Pipe g p
Cactus National 

Monument

Water Bottles



Organ Pipe g p
Cactus National 

Monument

Camp Sites



Organ Pipe g p
Cactus National 

Monument

Fire Scars



Organ Pipe g p
Cactus National 

Monument

Major Damage
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Belt transect data 
extrapolated across extrapolated across 
entire monument



Fire Scars



Fire Scars
Horse Tracks



Fire Scars
Horse Tracks
Bicycle Tracksy



Fire Scars
Horse Tracks
Bicycle Tracksy

Rest Sites



Fire Scars
Horse Tracks
Bicycle Tracksy

Rest Sites
Vehicle TracksVehicle Tracks



Fire Scars
Horse Tracks
Bicycle Tracksy

Rest Sites
Vehicle TracksVehicle Tracks

Trash



Fire Scars
Horse Tracks
Bicycle Tracksy

Rest Sites
Vehicle TracksVehicle Tracks

Trash
W t  B ttl sWater Bottles



Fire Scars
Horse Tracks
Bicycle Tracksy

Rest Sites
Vehicle TracksVehicle Tracks

Trash
W t  B ttl sWater Bottles
Foot Trails



Some Refinements to Our 
Impacts Distribution Model: 

E cl ding Areas WhereExcluding Areas Where 
Border Crossers are Known 

not to Go



Results of a 
GIS modelGIS model, 
based on 
transect datatransect data, 
of what a 
“typical”typical  
square km of 
Valley FloorValley Floor 
habitat might 
look like to alook like to a 
Monument 
visitor taking avisitor taking a 
hike. 



Organ Pipe’s “sister park” in Sonora, Mexico, El Pinacate, 
is also experiencing resource impacts from border related is also experiencing resource impacts from border-related 
activity.



In spring 2002, funding was received to fly aerial 
surveys over El Pinacate and map damage caused by 
illegal landing strips (used by drug smugglers) and illegal landing strips (used by drug smugglers) and 
Mexican army countermeasures (trenching).



Reserva El Pinacate





Roads, landing strips, and military trenching on fragile cinder landscape.





D   d l  th  Do we declare the 
Borderlands a Sacrifice f

Zone?

No!No!

The Monument survived The Monument survived 
cattle ranching and we 

will survive this.



What can we do?What can we do?

Educate the publicEducate the public

Monitor Resource DamageMonitor Resource Damage

Demand a Political Solution
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“O l h d h fi d hi d“Only here do the first and third 
worlds meet face-to-face, with no 

second world in between. The 
conflicts scar the open ground--f p g
and still the boundary holds. It 

can be crossed but nevercan be crossed but never 
ignored.”

--William Langewiesche, 
“C tti f Si ” 1993“Cutting for Sign,” 1993


